FREE ELECTRON LASERS
We can now produce intense, cohecent light at wavelengths where no conventional lasers exist The recent successes of devices known as free-electcon lasers mark a striking confluence of two conceptual developments that themselves are only a few decades old. The first of these, the laser, is a product of the fifties and sixties whose essential characteristics have made it a staple resource in almost every field of science and technology. In a practical sense, what defines a laser is its emission of monochromatic, coherent light (that is, light of a single wavelength, with its waves locked in step) at a wavelength in the infrared, visible, or ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum. A second kind of light, called synchrotron radiation, is a by-product of the age of particle accelerators and was first observed in the laboratory in 1947. As the energies of accelerators grew in the 1960s and 70s, intense, incoherent beams of ultraviolet rad iation and x--rays became available at machines built for high-energy physics research. Today, several facilities operate solely as sources of synchrotron light. Unlike the well--collimated monochromatic light emitted by lasers, however, this incoherent radiation is like a sweeping searchlight----more accuI'ately, like the headlight of a U'ain on a circular track---whose wavelengths encompass a wide spectral band. Now, in several laboratories around the world, researchers have exploited the physics of these two light sources and have combined the vietues of both in a single contrivance, the free-electeon laser, or FEL (1) . The emitted 1589bll7 April 1 light is laserlike in its narrow, sharply peaked spectral distri~Jtion and in its phase coherence, yet it can be of a wavelenl~th unavailable wi'~h ocdinar.'y lasers. Furthermore, like synchrotron radiation, but unlike the output of most conventional lasers, the radiation emitted by free-electron lasers can be tuned, that is, its wavelength can be easily varied across a wide range. The promise of this new technology extends from the fields of solid--state physics, gas-and liquid-phase photochemistry, and surface catalysis to futuristic schemes for ultrahigh-energy linear accelerators.
Foundations
To understand the development of the FEL--and its promise-·-we must now back up and lay some groundwork, first by looking at the principles of the laser, then by outlining the evolution of ways for producing synchrotron radiation. All lasers, and their direct ancestor the maser, can be understood in the same terms. In essence, some form of energy is fed into a lasing medium, where it is "captured" in the form of fundamentally unstable energetic states. In a laser, electrons bound in atoms or molecules are promoted to excited energy levels, the result being an unnatural preponderance of excited atomic or molecular states known as a population inversion. The excited atoms or molecules then revert to their natural ground states, at the same time emitting light characteristic of the energy difference between the two states. As this spontaneously emitted light, with its well-defined wavelength, propagates through the medium, it stimulates the emission of more light of the same wavelength. (Thus the origin of the acronyms laser and maser: light---or microwave-amplification by stimulated emission of radiation.) The spontaneous decay of a few excited states thus leads to a L589b/17 April 2 cascade of decays, all contributing ['adiaLiun of the same waveleng~h and phase, and propagating in the same direction as the~]timulating wa',e. To intensify the effect, mirrors at'e placed at the ends of the laser cavity to reflect the light back and forth through the lasing medium. These mirrors also select a resonant optical wave and hence serVe to sharpen up the frequency of the light. One of the mirrors may be only partially reflective, however, so a fraction of the confined radiation is emitted as an intense pulse of monochromatic light.
A very different set of physical principles is involved in the generation of s~lchrotron radiation, and the result is light with very different characteristics. Circular particle accelerators such as cyclotrons and s~lchrotrons use magnets to constrain charged particles to roughly circular orbits. A magnetic field exerts a force on a moving charge and thus bends its trajectory in a way that depends on the speed of the particle, its charge and mass, and the strength of the field.
In addition, this bending force has a second important effect. According to electromagnetic theory, any charged particle subjected to a net force will emit radiation, lhe consequence being that particles circulating in a s~lchrotron emit radiation. For a relativistic electron (one whose velocity is close to the speed to light), the total power of this synchrotron radiation is given by Center, and the Brookhaven National Laboratory (2).
When nonrelativistic charged particles are constrained to a circular orbit, the weak synchrotron radiation they emit has a frequency very close to their orbital frequency w00 At relativistic velocities, however, this radiation contracts into a narrow cone pointing in the direction of the particle's instantaneous motion (see Figure 1 ). In addition, the frequency of the light is smeared over a range that extends from the orbital frequency to parameter that appeared in the expression for power) is equal to .
Since, in operating s~lchrotrons, the electron velocity v is usually only slightly less than c, y often has a value greater than 1000, making it readily practical to generate s~lchrotron radiation well into the x--ray region of the spectrum. Thus, we have a beaconlike source of intense light, lacking the monochromaticity and phase coherence of laser light, but with a spectrum that can be shifted around on the wavelength scale by varying the energy of the charged-particle beam that gives rise to it.
Notwithstanding the virtues of synchrotron radiation generated at the "bending magnets" of electron synchrotrons, thought was soon being given Lo a new class of devices known as "insertion devices" (so called because they arc Figure 2) . The resulting magnetic force causes the electcons to "wiggle" or "undulate" (the difference has to do with how much the electrons are deflected from their straight paths)
as they pass thcough the insect ion device and to emit synchrotcon cadiation at the same time. In contrast to the radiation emitted fcom bending magnets, however, this light is concentrated along a single axis, namely, the direction of the electcon's net motion. The intensity of the light emitted into a unit solid angle is thus significantly enhanced. In addition, intecference effects in undulatocs cause the emitted radiation to be shacply peaked at discrete wavelengths. A schematic illustcation of the diffccences between radiation emitted by bending magnets, wigglers, and undulatocs is also shown in F'iguce 2.
Basic Pcinciples of the FEL
The discussion of insertion devices leads diceclly to the concept of FELs, but one additional phenomenon is ccitical to the mechanism that makes an FEL work, namely, an electromagnetic force imposed on the electcon beam by the field of the cadiation. Before expanding on this point, we should note that the first device we will desccibe is a species of FEL known as an amplifiec, so called because it takes an input pulse of radiation fcom an independent source (a CO 2 laser, for example) and amplifies it by means of the mechanism we are about to explain. other FELs, generically referced to as oscillators, us~end 1589bl17 April s mirrors to confine and amplify the I'adiation produced, much like conventional lasers. In contrast to amplifiers, the ot"igin of the radiation in these oscillators is the spontaneous emission we described above for wigglers and undulators. still other FELs, so-called single-pass superradiant devices, produce an intense coherent signal from their own spontaneous emission, but without the benefit of mirrors.
To understand the basic mechanism by which energy is transferred from an electron beam to a beam of coherent radiation, thereby amplifying it, we imagine a single electron, together with a laser beam, moving through the gap of an undulator magnet, as shown in for the moment, let us simply refer to the requisite electron energy as the resonant energy. In the first frame of Figure 3 , the electric fie~d of the laser beam is zero at the position of the electron, which therefore feels no force (aside from that due to the magnetic field of the undulator). In the second frame, the electron has traveled one-quarter of an undulator period, and the laser field has advanced one-quarter of an undulator period plus one quarter of a laser wavelength. The electron thus sees the maximum laser electric field, oriented in the same direction as the transverse motion of the electron. Since the electron is ilegatively charged, this field exerts a negative, or retarding, force on it. The electron is consequently decelerated, giving up energy to the laser field. No energy is exchanged in the third frame of Figure 3 , but in the fourth, the electron is again 1589b/17 April 6 decelerated and the laser field amplified.
In the final frame, th<~situati)n in the first frame has been reproduced: The electron has moved th~ough one full undulator period, and the laseL' field has moved one undulator period plus one laser wavelength. However, the electron has given up some of its kinetic energy to the laser beam, thereby amplifying the radiation. To pursue the analogy with a conventional lasel', we can say that the laser beam has stimulated the emission of coherent radiation fr'om the electron.
For a single electron, with just the right phase relationship to the electric field of the radiation, this energy-exchange mechanism is easy enough to visualize. The real situation, however, is slightly mol'e involved. We see this when we realize that an electron enh~ring the undulator one--half of a laser wavelength behind the one we just followed would feel a postLtve fol'ce in fl'ames 2 and 4, and would as a l'esult be accelel'ated by the lasel' field, thus taking energy from it. In a steady stream of electrons, therefore, some gain energy and some lose it; the net result, initially at least, is no amplification of the laser radiation.
Another consequence of some electl'on's losing enel'gy and some gaining, however, is a bunching of the electron beam. In the refel"ence frame of an "average" electron, the electrons that are accelel'ated move forward" whereas those decelerated fall back. As a result, all electrons tend towal'd some for FEL operation, then, is that, in the reference frame of electrons at this resonant energy, the wavelength of the radiation and the "wavelength" of the undulator be identical. According to the special theory of relativity, the undulator wavelength seen by the electron is
where k is the length of the undulator period in the laboratory frame. parameter-N is the number of magnetic periods in the undulator-and p is a factor that contains many undulator and electcon beam parameter-so
In the high-gain r-egime, the expression for gain is quite different:
where G hl . gh is propor-tional to Np, which is gain IIOW greater than unity.
As we shall see in the case of the Livermon~r' Ii; L , this exponential expression can lead to a power iner-ease of many thousand-fold over a very shor-t distance.
In connection with this discussion, several additional operational questions arise. The following year, using electrons of somewhat higher energy, Madey demonstrated an oscillator that produced coherent e;-)diaLion with ;-) wavelength 1589b/2 f f April 11 of 3.4 )lm (4).
These were clearly the spmilldl experiments for the work that is being done today, but theoretical and experimental inquiries into using a peeiodic magnetic field to produce and amplify coherent radiation go back to the early 1950s. In 1951 Hans Motz, then also at stanford, proposed a concept that had the same configuration as an FEL, and he later built tubes that produced microwave radiation from mildly relativistic electrons (5 The NRL superradiant experiment is of a type that we have alluded to but not discussed so far.
Like an FEL amplifier, it is a "single~pass" device, that is, one that operates without mirrors. However, unlike an amplifier, there is no input signal; instead, the output radiation is said to gcow "from noise," Like any other wiggler or undulator, an FEL undulator produces incoherent synchrotron radiation with a broadly peaked spectrum. It is this radiation, then, produced in the upstream end of the FEL, that gets the process of coherent amplification rolling. The coherent cadiation that eventually emerges can reach very high power levels (as the NRL experiment demonstrated), but the spectt'um tends to be much broader than thf~sharply peaked emission of an amplifier, which uses a monochromatic input signal. or an oscillator, with its resonant optical cavity. In the case of the NRL superradiant experiment, the relative linewidth was aboul 4%.
A second FEL that extracts energy from a relatively low energy, but high-current. electron beam has reached record power levels at the Lawrence Livermore National Labot'atory (9; Figure 5 Livermore FEL has been run both as a superradiant device and as an amplifier.
In tIle latter configuration, the 3--meter-loilg uiltapered undulator, using an electron beam with 850 amps of current., boosted input pulses of 8.6--mm radiation having a peak power of 30 k~J to 200 MW. With a CUlTent gr-eater than a kiloamp and a taper-ed undulator, the same input power-has produced radiation with a peak power of 1.8 GW, an increase of some 60,000-·fold.
One important feature of the Livermore FEL is its "simplicity"-that is, Vibrational spectra of adsorbed molecules, resolved to the microsecond time scale, are needed to study kinetically significant species on good catalysts; the possibility of such studies will be nwch enhanced with infrared FELs. It has even been suggested that homogeneous catalysis raLcs might be greatly improved by the selective vibI"ational excitation of adSOl"bcd molecules (17) .
In the midst of the inft'aeed "fingeeprint" ["egion (2.5 < A< 50 IJrn) , construction, that are likely to be the last of their breed; they are already tens of kilometers in circumference. Succeeding them will probably be linear coll iders that exploit new and efficient sout'ces of power---sources that might increase the energy of electrons or positrons by several hundred MeV for every meter they travel, rather than the ten or twenty MeV/meter currently feasible.
The use of a microwave FEL as just such a power source is the underlying concept for a Two--Beam Accelerator, illustrated schematically in Figure 9 (24).
At the Livermore FEL, a group has already produced accelerating gradients of 180 MeV/meter in a very small accelerator test section (25) .
still other possibilities include the use of FELs for isotope separation, con~unications, and inertial-confinement fusion. An active group working at Frascati, Italy, in fact, has been motivated primarily by the promise of using
FELs to separate isotopes of uranium (26).
In conclusion, it can be said that the principles of the the fifth frame reproduces the conditions of the first (the laser radiation having gained one full wavelength on the electron), so that the illustrated process will be repeated along the length of the wiggler. In frames 1, 3, and 5, the electron feels no effect due to the electric field of the laser radiation, but in frames 2 and 4, the electric field exerts a retarding force on the transverse motion of the electron, thus causing it to lose energy.
This energy, transferred to the radiation field, constitutes the amplification, or gain, of the FEL. 
